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The Play
The play Privacy is a story of a writer who is hiding all
these years in her shell. She’s afraid of coming out in public
and the social media. Heartbroken and after having a deep
interaction with a psychoanalyst, she is determined to take on
the world. She wants to write a play, meet new people,
interact and experience their lives. Through the process of
meeting she is introduced to the social media and technologies
and learns how they are involved in surveillance. She unveils
and reveals herself to society and ends up meeting someone

similar.
Director’s Note
During my training in Direction at National School of Drama I
tried exploring a new language of theatre in the contemporary
world. Since past few years, I have been fascinated with
technology, media and re-invention in theatre. In this era of
globalization, I strive to locate a language that is mutually
complementary to masses – as viewers and we as artists.
My interest in privacy and surveillance dates back to
graduation days. Initially, social media always intrigued me
instigating thoughts to question the way it interfered with
our lives. I have extracted the recollections of collective
impressions made on me in all these years in the play –
Privacy.
This adaptation of the play involves gender inequality and how
our society reacts to privacy and surveillance predominantly,
of females begins from birth, continue into her teens till she
matures. Then her next ‘milestone’ is when she belongs to the
watchful eyes of her husband’s family. The unstated social
activities and other social elements intrude and lay claim on
her life. Through this narrative / performance, we try to
express and understand how a hitherto unknown woman protects
her privacy from being waylaid by agents of society. Though it
is strange and difficult for anybody to firstly realize and
then accept that there are now new weapons and systems being
engaged to trap, track and control targets especially those
considered disruptive by society which is also the State. Our
social, economic and political leanings are trapped by and
handcuffed in a technologically – driven society. Surveillance
is meant to intrude upon and deny privacy- a person struggles
for his personal expression and existence amidst it’s, all
pervasive and overpowering presence in our lives.
Violence erupts and flourishes to stop or counter state

sponsored hostility. The State wields a powerful backup or ‘in
the wings’, weapon of sophisticated technology-driven
surveillance; destroying and disrupting natural human passages
of vent: behavior, emotions, social, work, family or
relationships. When an individual’s surveillance is used
unopposed against his/ her/ or their own will.
The Director
Ajay Khatri is a graduate from National School of Drama. He is
instrumental in guiding theater workshops and instilling these
with creative energy befitting young independent theatre
aspirants and groups, school, colleges and NGOs. Starting his
journey in 2005 as director he presented: Surya Ki Antim Kiran
Se Surya Ki Pehli Kiran Tak, Yayati, Illa, Komal Gandhar. He
has worked and designed lights in national projects such as
Othello, Comedy of Terrors, and Arjun Partigya among other
experimental exploratory pieces include: Saturday Night and
Privacy.
The Playwright
James Graham (born 1982) is a British playwright, television
writer and actor. His work has been staged throughout the UK,
at theatres including the Bush, Soho Theatre, Clwyd Theatr
Cymru and the National Theatre. He was discovered by, and has
been a playwright – in – residence at, the Finborough Theatre.
He wrote the script for the film X+Y, which premiered in 2015.
He has written The Culture, This House, Labour of Love, Little
Madam, The Whiskey Taster, The Vote, Finding Neverland, The
Men and Sixty – Six Books among several others. His play
Privacy had its world premiere at the Donmar Warehouse,
London.
The Group
This play is being presented as a part of National School of
Drama’s graduate showcase (class of 2018), which aims to

provide a platform for emerging theatre practitioners,
allowing them to share their work with a wider audience.
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